
iHELPER -The new Canadian on-demand task
platform going to help Canadians in crisis time.
CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA,
September 16, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/
-- The creators of the iHelper app
(https://www.ihelper.io), believe that
mobile technology and social networking
have the power to help people in real
routine tasks – whatever you want to be
done. The app enables users to find and
request service from people who are
able to help you to paint the room, clean
your house, cut the grass, play with your
dog, deliver your beer:) and with a lot of

other different tasks everyday.  iHelper is available today on iOS and Android devices and we are
going to launch desktop version close to the end of September.

"With iHelper, you're going to find real tasks from real people nearby who are willing to pay for using
your affordable labor," explained Alex Ulitenko, CEO of iHelper. "The app introduces a marketplace
with safe payment system regardless of your current location. In addition, iHelper is fast and easy to
use and is a great way to find helper even if you don’t have funds to pay him. Just use special
category and ask volunteers to help you. Our hope is that all users will be able to find prompt
response for their routine tasks."

iHelper has intuitive design, its capabilities are based on a unique proprietary algorithm that perfectly
keeps track of several activities including availability, distance, response time and time of day/week.
First, users choose from a list of popular tasks and provide some very basic information like a name,
description of task and desired price and post it to platform. Other users nearby can see the task and
respond with their comments and prices or they can just agree with original offer. Once a task poster
accepts a request, both parties are free to message each other, plan a date and time when task will
be completed.  After task is done iHelper releases the payment and asks the tasker and helper to
write a review for each other. All of the above makes the app more than just another job searching
app.

Currently, iHelper's founders are focusing their marketing efforts on Canada’s market where the
startup headquarters located. In the near future they plan to expand their horizons to include United
States and Central and South America, where on demand job market are decidedly on the rise. iHelp,
Inc. also has innovative new products in the works that will firm up the company's position in the
mobile on-demand task app space. 

“We have very ambitious plans for project development,” concluded Alex. “Already, we are ready to
launch our app in 4 countries and 15 more before the end of next year. One of the basic ideas - is the
globalization of the platform - the user from one country will be able to order the task to another city,
country and even continent, and be sure that it will be performed at the highest level.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.ihelper.io


iHelp Inc. (iHelper), company based in Canada and United States, was founded in 2016.  

See more at: www.ihelper.io
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